Everything’s at Stake: Preserving Authority to Prevent Gun Violence in the Second Amendment’s Third Chapter
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There is a scene in the Coen Brothers’ film, “No Country for Old Men,” in which a menacing customer (played by Javier Bardem) asks a store clerk to pick heads or tails of a coin. The clerk asks what he has to win or lose from the toss.1 “Everything,” Bardem tells him.2 The clerk does not know what the audience does: that Bardem has a loaded gun and will, if the clerk guesses wrong, shoot him dead.

As courts consider whether the Second Amendment should restrict authority to enact and enforce strong gun laws, we are all that clerk—except we know the consequences. More than 100,000 Americans are shot each year and nearly 40,000 killed; meanwhile, mass shootings terrorize people everywhere from churches to movie theaters to elementary schools to street corners.3 As Americans are demanding solutions to this gun violence epidemic, courts are contemplating a sweeping construction of the Second Amendment that could place those solutions at risk; everything is at stake.

These legal coin tosses will become riskier as we potentially enter a third chapter of Second Amendment litigation. During the first
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1. NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN (Scott Rudin Prods. 2007).
2. Id.
chapter (1789–2008), the idea “that the Second Amendment poses no barrier to strong gun laws,” as former Solicitor General and Harvard Law School Dean Erwin Griswold said, was “perhaps the most well-settled proposition in American constitutional law.”

The second chapter (2008–2021) began with District of Columbia v. Heller, in which the Supreme Court jettisoned the “well-regulated militia,” instead construing the Second Amendment as protecting private gun rights, thus empowering courts to strike down gun laws. But, with few exceptions, most courts in the second chapter have not expanded on Heller’s right of “law-abiding, responsible citizens” to have a gun in the home for self-defense. They have followed Part III of Justice Scalia’s Heller opinion, which explained that the Second Amendment is “not unlimited,” and allows for many gun laws.

Gun rights advocates are hoping for a third chapter, in which courts will vastly expand the scope of private gun rights. They hope the Supreme Court launches this new era in New York State Rifle and Pistol Association (“NYSRPA”) v. Bruen. In Bruen, the Court will decide to what extent New York (or any state) can restrict carrying concealed handguns in public. “Gun rights” advocates seek to establish a sweeping interpretation of the Second Amendment, unprecedented in American law, that could entitle virtually anyone to carry loaded guns virtually anywhere, to fire when they see fit, and deprive states of the authority to stop them before it is too late. The Court could also adopt a standard of review that could empower judges to strike down virtually any gun law. This would put the United States into uncharted waters, because Americans have always decided gun policy through democratic processes, not judges.


5. District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 621–22 (2008) (stating that the Court upheld challenged provisions of the National Firearms Act in United States v. Miller, 307 U.S. 174 (1939) because the type of weapon at issue was dangerous and unusual, not because the Second Amendment failed to protect a right unconnected to militia service).


7. Id. at 626.


9. Id.

10. See id.
The efficacy of gun laws indicates the life and death consequences of these decisions. Comprehensive gun regulation has led other comparable countries to reach a gun violence rate that is twenty-five times lower than the United States’ rate. It is now more likely that an American will be killed by a gun than a car crash, whereas in Japan, for example, a resident is as likely to die from gunfire as a lightning strike.

States with strong gun laws generally experience lower gun violence rates than states with weak laws. In 1993, California had the sixteenth highest gun death rate in the country; but by 2017, after enacting strong gun laws, it had the seventh lowest rate. Conversely, the 2007 repeal of Missouri’s background check laws was associated with a 14% increase in the overall murder rate, and a 25% increase in firearm homicide specifically. Gun laws work. The proof is in the data.

A 2019 RAND study associated state laws that permissively allow public gun carrying and stand your ground laws (which relax standards for gun use in self-defense) with a 3% increase in firearm homicide rates. On the other side, a study found that handgun waiting periods reduce firearm homicides by 17%, while handgun purchaser

licensing laws were linked to a 14% decrease in firearm homicides in urban counties.\textsuperscript{18}

There is good reason for concern that the Court in \textit{Bruen} could place these and other demonstrably effective policy measures at risk. Now, three Trump nominees join with three Justices from the 5–4 majority in \textit{Heller}.\textsuperscript{19} Do the math.

But the gun lobby should not start shooting off their celebratory gunfire just yet. \textit{Heller}, and the historical traditions on which it relies, support upholding New York’s law, and other longstanding gun laws. And \textit{Heller}, intentionally or not, tracked what many Americans believe—that they have some right to firearms, but restrictions are generally allowed.\textsuperscript{20} Indeed, more sweeping conceptions of the Second Amendment are at odds with most Americans’ views.\textsuperscript{21} Limiting \textit{Heller} to its narrow holding might therefore hit the political sweet spot.

This Article argues that preserving Americans’ authority to enact strong gun laws is consistent with \textit{Heller} and longstanding tradition. And \textit{Heller}’s historical and doctrinal shortcomings make it far too shaky a foundation to expand upon.

\textbf{I. THE ISSUESPOSED IN BRUEN}

\textit{NYSRPA v. Bruen} involves a challenge to New York’s concealed handgun carry licensing scheme, which has been in place since 1913,\textsuperscript{22} New York law generally requires anyone who wishes to possess a handgun to obtain a license from local authorities.\textsuperscript{23} The state does not issue licenses to openly carry handguns. The state only licenses individuals to carry firearms in public who have “proper cause,” which

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{19} District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570 (2008).
\item \textsuperscript{20} See, e.g., Jeffrey M. Jones, \textit{Public Believes Americans Have a Right to Own Guns}, \textit{Gallup} (Mar. 27, 2008), https://news.gallup.com/poll/105721/public-believes-americans-right-own-guns.aspx [https://perma.cc/64CN-GU5L].
\item \textsuperscript{23} N.Y. Penal Law § 400.00 (McKinney 2021).
\end{itemize}
includes target practice, hunting, or a "special need for self-protection that is distinguishable from the general community or of persons engaged in the same profession." The Petitioners in *Bruen* claim that New York's licensing law infringes on their Second Amendment rights by not issuing concealed-carry licenses for generalized self-defense purposes.

The Second Circuit upheld New York's law, relying on a similar 2012 ruling that held that, under *Heller*, the law was a "presumptively lawful" longstanding regulation that does not implicate the Second Amendment. The court also found the law constitutional under intermediate scrutiny, because the restriction does not implicate the core right to self-defense in the home and is substantially related to an important government interest.

The *Bruen* Petitioners asked the Supreme Court to establish the right to use a firearm in self-defense outside the home; but the Court narrowed the question presented to "[w]hether the state of New York's denial of petitioners' applications for concealed-carry licenses for self-defense violated the Second Amendment." Regardless, a ruling by the Court could address, either in its holding or persuasive dicta, broader issues regarding state authority to regulate carrying guns in public, and what standard of review should govern Second Amendment challenges.

II. *HELLER* AND HISTORY “FROM TIME IMMEMORIAL”

It is unquestionable that some Justices have an appetite to vastly limit governmental authority to enact gun laws. In dissents before nomination to the Court, Justice Kavanaugh opined that the Constitution entitles civilians to possess military-style assault weapons; Justice Barrett claimed that the government could not deprive individuals convicted of certain felons from owning guns; Justices Thomas

26. Kachalsky, 701 F.3d at 100.
27. Id. at 96.
28. Brief for Petitioners, supra note 25, at i.
and Gorsuch have complained that some courts treat the Second Amendment as a “second class” right.\textsuperscript{31}

On the other hand, the Justices may not be willing to take the unprecedented leap that would deprive Americans of the authority to protect public spaces from gun violence and give judges broad veto power over life-saving gun laws. Such a decision could damage not just Americans’ safety, but the Court’s institutional credibility. Indeed, \textit{Heller} was a controversial decision, sharply criticized by many as inconsistent with the Framers’ text, purpose, and history. A ruling that restricts governmental authority to keep hidden handguns out of public places would run counter to over a century of Supreme Court precedent.

\textit{Heller’s} holding was narrow—the majority found “that the District’s ban on handgun possession \textit{in the home} violates the Second Amendment, as does its prohibition against rendering any lawful firearms \textit{in the home} operable for the purpose of immediate self-defense.”\textsuperscript{32} “And whatever else it leaves to future evaluation, it surely elevates above all other interests the right of law-abiding, responsible citizens to use arms \textit{in defense of hearth and home}.”\textsuperscript{33}

While “gun rights” advocates argue that \textit{Heller} implies a right to use guns wherever one deems they are needed for self-defense,\textsuperscript{34} the Court appeared to reject this argument. In section three of the majority opinion, the \textit{Heller} Court went out of its way to explain that its ruling did not deprive governments of their authority to address gun violence.\textsuperscript{35} Section three announced that the Second Amendment is “not unlimited,” and is consistent with strong gun laws.\textsuperscript{36} As such, the Court noted that the government may restrict who can possess guns, where guns can be brought, how guns are sold, and what guns can be sold.\textsuperscript{37} In apparent response to the brief submitted by the United States (represented by then-Solicitor General, now NYSRPA and NRA-counsel Paul Clement), which sought protection of existing federal gun laws,
the Court included a non-exhaustive list of gun laws that remain "presumtively lawful." 38

The Court also was explicit that the Second Amendment did not include a right to carry concealed guns in public. The Court recognized that "[f]rom Blackstone through the 19th century cases, commentators and courts routinely explained that the right was not a right to keep and carry any weapon whatsoever and for whatever purpose." 39

Heller noted approvingly that "the majority of the 19th century courts to consider the question held that prohibitions on carrying concealed weapons were lawful under the Second Amendment or state analogues." 40

This limitation accorded with the century-old Supreme Court precedent on which Heller relied. The Court's 1897 Robertson v. Baldwin decision stated that "the right of the people to keep and bear arms (art. 2) is not infringed by laws prohibiting the carrying of concealed weapons . . . ." 41

Robertson explained that the Bill of Rights
were not intended to lay down any novel principles of government, but
simply to embody certain guaranties and immunities which we had inherited
from our English ancestors, and which had from time immemorial been sub-
ject to certain well-recognized exceptions arising from the necessities of the
case. In incorporating these principles into the fundamental law there was
no intention of disregarding the exceptions, which continued to be recog-
nized as if they had been formally expressed. 42

Heller cited Robertson for this very proposition. 43 Hence, the Sec-
ond Amendment effectively "formally express[es]" that it does not
protect a right to carry concealed weapons. While "gun rights" advo-
cates suggest that Heller's reference to a right to use arms in "confron-
tation" supports a broad right to carry guns, that language is followed
by reference to the "pre-existing right" to arms, which excludes a right
to carry concealed weapons.

Heller also cited the 1872 Texas Supreme Court's English v. State
decision which upheld a law largely prohibiting the carrying of pistols
and other concealable weapons. 44 English found arguments that civil-
ians were entitled to bring handguns into places "where ladies and
gentlemen are congregated together" "little short of ridiculous." 45

38. Id.
39. Id. at 626.
40. Id. at 629 (emphasis added).
42. Id. at 281.
43. Heller, 554 U.S. at 559–600.
44. Id. at 627.
Strongly rejecting the premise that a civil society should entitle armed civilians to use guns to respond to crime, English noted that people should accept that,

in the great social compact under and by which states and communities are bound and held together, each individual has compromised the right to avenge his own wrongs, and must look to the state for redress. We must not go back to that state of barbarism in which each claims the right to administer the law in his own case; that law being simply the domination of the strong and the violent over the weak and submissive.46

English quoted John Stuart Mill’s recognition of “[t]he right inherent in society to ward off crimes against itself by antecedent precautions” as justification for keeping guns out of public spaces.47

Longstanding principles give the state far broader authority to protect safety in public spaces than in private homes. As Professor Darrell Miller notes, some constitutional rights are at their apex in, or confined to, the home.48 Judge J. Harvie Wilkinson IV explained: “It is not far-fetched to think that the Heller Court wished to leave open the possibility that such a danger would rise exponentially as one moved the [Second Amendment] right from the home to the public square.”49 The Court is, of course, free to embrace a more sweeping conception of the Second Amendment in Bruen and subsequent cases. However, if it does, it will reject limits accepted by the Heller majority, as well as century-old Supreme Court precedent, which relied on traditions accepted “from time immemorial.”50

III. THE TRADITION OF GUN REGULATION IN AMERICA

A sweeping Second Amendment decision would run counter to America’s historic tradition of gun regulation, which courts have recognized as wholly compatible with the Second Amendment. The very same English gun rights that Heller claimed the Second Amendment rests upon, allowed for strong gun laws, including prohibitions on public gun carrying.51 The English Bill of Rights of 1689 recognized that the right to own firearms “was vested not in individuals but in Parliament, which remained free to determine ‘by law’ which

46. Id. at 477.
47. Id.
Protestant subjects could own which weapons and how they could be used.\textsuperscript{52} The 1328 Statute of Northampton was enacted to prevent individuals going or riding armed.\textsuperscript{53} A 1285 law greatly restricted carrying arms in London; a 1299 decree from King Edward generally barred "going armed within the realm without the King's special license."\textsuperscript{54}

Following this tradition, many cities in colonial America restricted gun firing\textsuperscript{55} and gunpowder storage and transportation,\textsuperscript{56} and several early American laws prohibited the public carrying of firearms.\textsuperscript{57} "[C]olonial and early state governments routinely exercised their police powers to restrict the time, place, and manner in which Americans used their guns."\textsuperscript{58}

Numerous states during Reconstruction restricted—or prohibited—most public gun carrying.\textsuperscript{59} For example, Tennessee outlawed any carrying of any pistol "except the army or navy pistol" and Wyoming barred anyone from "bear[ing] upon his person, concealed or openly, any fire-arm or other deadly weapon, within the limits of any city, town or village."\textsuperscript{60} Courts repeatedly upheld these regulations against constitutional challenges.\textsuperscript{61}


\textsuperscript{58} Churchill, supra note 55, at 162.


\textsuperscript{60} Id. at 17.

\textsuperscript{61} See, e.g., Andrews v. State, 50 Tenn. 165, 171 (1871); Fife v. State, 31 Ark. 455, 461 (1876).
relied on the Statute of Northampton as precedent for upholding Texas’s broad ban on gun carrying.\textsuperscript{62} These courts recognized that a broad right to carry and use guns in public is incompatible with a civil society. Similar to \textit{English}, the Supreme Court of Georgia, in 1874, explained that expansive gun rights are inconsistent with the Framers’ vision of “a well ordered and civilized community”:\textsuperscript{63}

To suppose that the framers of the constitution ever dreamed, that in their anxiety to secure to the state a well-regulated militia, they were sacrificing the dignity of their courts of justice, the sanctity of their houses of worship, and the peacefulness and good order of their other necessary public assemblies, is absurd. To do so, is to assume that they took it for granted that their whole scheme of law and order, and government and protection, would be a failure, and that the people, instead [of] depending upon the laws and the public authorities for protection, were each man to take care of himself, and to be always ready to resist to the death, then and there, all opposers.\textsuperscript{64}

To be sure, there were instances in which courts embraced a right to carry guns in public, but, as Professors Saul Cornell and Eric Ruben have explained, these anomalous cases generally arose from Southern states seeking to sanction armed suppression of enslaved people.\textsuperscript{65} For example, the \textit{Bruen} Petitioners claim the antebellum \textit{Bliss v. Commonwealth} is “particularly instructive, given its proximity to the founding.”\textsuperscript{66} \textit{Bliss} struck down a ban on concealed carry as inconsistent with Kentucky’s analogue to the Second Amendment, which it “assumed ['] codified a preexisting right” to carry weapons in public for self-defense.\textsuperscript{66} But \textit{Bliss} is contrary to Robertson’s recognition that the “preexisting right” did not include concealed carry, and \textit{Bliss} was overruled by an amendment to the state constitution.\textsuperscript{67} The \textit{Bruen} Petitioners point to other cases from the antebellum South, including \textit{Nunn v. State},\textsuperscript{68} But \textit{Nunn} was rejected by the same court twenty-eight

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{62} English v. State, 35 Tex. 473, 476 (1872).
\textsuperscript{66} Id.
\textsuperscript{67} See Cornell, supra note 63, at 1715 n.116 (citing KY. CONST. of 1850 art. XIII, § 25).
\textsuperscript{68} Petition for a Writ of Certiorari, supra note 65, at 21.
\end{footnotesize}
years later, when Georgia’s Supreme Court was “at a loss to follow the line of thought that extends the guarantee to the right to carry pistols, disk, Bowie-knives, and those other weapons of like character, which, as all admit, are the greatest nuisances of our day.”69 Moreover, these outlier cases reflect practices adopted in slaveholding in the South, but historian Saul Cornell explains: “Outside of the South, a robust model of weapons regulations emerged and gained widespread acceptance . . . [including] [p]rohibitions on concealed carry . . .”70

The tradition of strong gun regulation is in keeping with the founding vision of American government as focused on the public good and public safety. The Declaration of Independence set out the grounding principles for the new United States: life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.71 James Madison explained to Congress that “government is instituted and ought to be exercised for the benefit of the people; which consists in the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the right of . . . pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety.”72 Thomas Jefferson reiterated that “the care of human life & happiness & not their destruction, is the first and only legitimate object of good government.”73

The Framers’ conception of public safety was forged from the Anglo-American tradition of bounding rights within the “public good,”74 which accepted that the greater population’s right to safety was greater than individuals’ liberty to carry out dangerous activities. The concept of “public good,” as defined by Blackstone, allows the legislature to require individuals to regulate certain rights when the public’s benefit is substantial enough to justify it.75

---

69. Cornell, supra note 63, at 1718 (citing Hill v. State, 53 Ga. 473, 474 (1874)).
70. Id. at 1718–19.
72. 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 451 (1789) (Joseph Gales ed., 1834).
75. See Charles, supra note 57, at 48–49.
From the Framers to today, Americans have never viewed the Second Amendment as a suicide pact, a homicide pact, or a recipe for insurrection. Individuals carrying weapons have not been seen as a method for enforcing public safety, but rather as a disturbance to it.

IV. THE DANGERSPOSED BY ENSHRINING A BROAD RIGHT TO CARRY GUNS IN PUBLIC

Courts should account for the real toll that guns inflict on Americans every day: dangers that wholly differ from the historical antecedents which some contend should limit current gun policy. While the Framers recognized the need to prevent dangers posed by carrying single shot pistols and knives in a largely rural, sparsely populated nation, those dangers pale in comparison to those created by semi-automatic guns in today’s America.

A broad Second Amendment right to guns in public would preclude policy responses that could prevent tragedies. Imagine the bloodbath that would have resulted if the insurrectionists on January 6, 2021 were constitutionally entitled to carry guns.76 As white supremacist terrorism is a severe ongoing threat to public safety,77 a ruling that prevents authorities from restricting guns in public could lead to far more deadly uprisings.

Experience tells us what happens when people feel empowered to carry and use guns when they deem necessary. Consider the men who claimed to be conducting a citizen’s arrest and acting in self-defense when they killed Ahmaud Arbery while he was jogging in Georgia.78 Or the man who claimed to be securing his neighborhood when he killed Trayvon Martin in Florida.79 Not to mention the hot-headed...

---

dad convinced that his child was robbed of playing time, or the woman aggrieved because she was cut off in traffic.

Social science confirms that restricting public gun carrying is an effective measure to prevent injury and death. Guns are used "far more often to kill and wound innocent victims than to kill and wound criminals . . . [and] guns are also used far more often to intimidate and threaten than they are used to thwart crimes." Studies show that public gun carrying increases the risk of victimization to violent crime, and does "not protect those who possessed them from being shot in an assault." An increase in guns in public may cause increased criminal violence.

Public gun carrying creates danger to police as well. When five police officers were shot and killed at a protest in Dallas in 2016, many protestors were carrying firearms, which made it harder for police to identify and stop the shooter. Dallas's then-police chief said, "[w]e don't know who the 'good guy' versus who the 'bad guy' is, if everybody starts shooting." After a man open-carrying a rifle in Louisiana shot and killed three officers, the police union president said that open carry "scare[s] the hell out of me." A survey found 75% of responding.


86. Id.

Texas police chiefs opposed open carry and 90% said that any open carry should require licenses.⁸⁸

Racial bias, implicit or explicit,⁹⁰ makes civilian carry particularly risky for people of color. For example, in 2018, Emantic Bradford, Jr., a Black licensed gun owner, sought to protect himself and others when a shooting broke out at the mall.⁹¹ Responding officers mistook him as the assailant and shot him to death.⁹² Eleven days earlier, police shot and killed Jemel Roberson, a Black security guard, while he subdued a suspect.⁹³

The police killings of Ma’Khia Bryant, Daunte Wright, Jacob Blake, Breonna Taylor, Walter Scott, Philando Castile, Michael Brown, Tamir Rice, Laquan MacDonald, and many more demonstrate how the presence of guns can quickly escalate to lethal violence where police perceive themselves to be in danger. Whatever one believes caused those deaths, civilians are far less trained than law enforcement to use firearms, de-escalate potentially violent situations, or deal with stressful situations. And studies show that despite their training, police miss their target over half the time.⁹⁴ Armed civilians will likely have worse results, and when they miss a target, they can easily hit another, unintended person.

---


⁹² Id.


Evidence compiled by the Violence Policy Center reveals numerous incidents of persons who were entitled by law to carry concealed firearms and used those guns to needlessly kill or injure. The daily barrage of gun violence continues to add to the list. Modern reality supports upholding restrictions on public gun carrying.

V. HELLER’S UNSTABLE FOUNDATION

While some suggest that Heller’s historical and legal conclusions support vastly expanding the Second Amendment to include a right to carry guns in public, Heller is too unstable a foundation to be so extended. This is not to suggest that Heller must be reversed in order to hold that the Second Amendment does not protect a right to carry guns in public. But the Court should not compound Heller’s historical errors and tortured constructions by expanding on them.

The Court has recognized that some decisions do not provide sturdy enough support for expansion, even if they remain precedent under stare decisis. For example, Harris v. Quinn confined a prior opinion to its narrow holding where the Court had relied on “unwarranted” assumptions and “failed to appreciate” the impact of its application to new facts. The Court frequently narrows precedent, which Professor Richard Re described as “the second cousin of a familiar and firmly entrenched jurisprudential technique: the canon of constitutional avoidance.” Judicial modesty is particularly appropriate with Heller, which is controversial, and based on questionable assumptions about history and the Second Amendment’s intended meaning—and its extension would infringe on other rights and traditions.

96. Id. at 636–38.
A. **Heller’s Shaky Foundation**

*Heller*, by a single vote, radically altered over two hundred years of American jurisprudence. From 1791 to 2008, most courts and commentators agreed that the Second Amendment’s first clause (“A well-regulated militia, being necessary for the security of a free State”) defined the scope of the second (“the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed”).98 The notion adopted by *Heller*—that the Second Amendment restricted laws regulating private gun possession and use—was, according to former Chief Justice Warren Burger, “one of the greatest pieces of fraud, I repeat the word fraud, on the American people by special interest groups I have seen in my lifetime.”99

Not only was *Heller*’s holding radical, its reasoning was sharply criticized, even by fervent gun rights supporters. Professor Nelson Lund, a strong supporter of gun rights, affiliated with the Federalist Society and Heritage Foundation, wrote of *Heller*:

> The Court’s reasoning is at critical points so defective—and so transparently non-originalist in some respects—that *Heller* should be seen as an embarrassment for those who joined the majority opinion.100

***

Justice Scalia flunked his own test... Justice Scalia’s majority opinion makes a great show of being committed to the Constitution’s original meaning, but fails to carry through on that commitment.101

***

Justice Scalia’s *Heller* opinion itself shows that his use of history and tradition is little more than a disguised version of the kind of interest balancing that he purported to condemn.102

98. *See, e.g.*, United States v. Miller, 307 U.S. 174, 178 (1939) (“In the absence of any evidence tending to show that possession or use of a ‘shotgun having a barrel of less than eighteen inches in length’ at this time has some reasonable relationship to the preservation or efficiency of a well-regulated militia, we cannot say that the Second Amendment guarantees the right to keep and bear such an instrument.”); Saul Cornell, *The Second Amendment Goes To Court*, ORIGINS (Nov. 7, 2008), https://origins.osu.edu/article/second-amendment-goes-court [https://perma.cc/RU6T-QEW7]; Adam Winkler, *The Reasonable Right to Bear Arms*, 17 STAN. L. & POL’Y REV. 593 (2006).


101. Id.

Reagan-appointee Judge Richard Posner wrote:

[Heller] is questionable in both method and result, and it is evidence that the Supreme Court, in deciding constitutional cases, exercises a freewheeling discretion strongly flavored with ideology.

***

The irony is that the “originalist” method would have yielded the opposite result. 103

Judge Wilkinson, another Reagan-appointee and formerly short-listed for Supreme Court nominations, wrote that Heller “represents a failure—the Court’s failure to adhere to a conservative judicial methodology in reaching its decision. In fact, Heller encourages Americans to do what conservative jurists warned for years they should not do: bypass the ballot and seek to press their political agenda in the courts.” 104

Historians called the Court’s historical analysis “at best confused,” 105 a “conscious fraud,” 106 and “an example of judicial activism that rivals the most controversial decisions in modern Supreme Court history.” 107 Even a cursory analysis shows why the opinion received such poor reviews.

B. Heller’s Anti-Textualism

“The text is the law,” instructed Justice Scalia, “and it is the text that must be observed.” 108 But if Heller “flunked” the originalism test, it got an F- in textualism.


105. See Finkelman, supra note 104, at 267.

106. See Merkel, supra note 104, at 349.


The Second Amendment is the only amendment that states its purpose in its text: “A well-regulated militia, being necessary for the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.” The Framers could have written it like the First Amendment (“Congress shall make no law infringing on the right to keep and bear arms”), or the Fourth Amendment (“The right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed”). Textualism demands recognition that the Framers included the militia clause for a reason.

The first half of the amendment conveys its “obvious purpose,” as the Supreme Court put it in its unanimous Miller v. United States decision in 1939, “to assure the continuation and render possible the effectiveness” of the “well-regulated militia.” For over two centuries the Second Amendment was “interpreted and applied with [that] end in view.”

The pre-Heller reading of the Second Amendment was essentially: “Since a well-regulated militia is necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear arms for use in the militia shall not be infringed.” Meaning is found in every word; the clauses are consistent. The right effectuates the purpose.

Heller, in contrast, interprets the Amendment more like: “Since a well-regulated militia is necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to have and use guns, with nothing to do with militias, shall not be infringed.” The first clause is an inconvenience; the right has little to do with the purpose and may even contravene it.

Linguistic gymnastics were needed to arrive at this odd construction. Justice Scalia labeled the militia clause a “preamble,” and announced that it should be analyzed last, merely “to ensure that our reading of the operative clause is consistent with the announced purpose.” There was no apparent reason why the Court declined to...

109. U.S. CONST. amend II.
111. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 174 (1803) (“It cannot be presumed that any clause in the constitution is intended to be without effect.”); see also Scalia & Gardner, supra note 110, at 174.
114. Heller, 554 U.S. at 578.
read how judges, like other humans, usually do: start at the beginning of a sentence, then read to the end.

Historian David Konig explains that the Court's slice-and-dice reading "dismembers the amendment and does violence not only to the intent of those who drafted it, but also to the public that read it, gave it meaning, and ratified it." Konig explains that the militia language supports an "original public meaning" of the Second Amendment to protect militias.116 While Justice Scalia opined that the Amendment's first half did not inform the meaning of the second, Konig explains that is not what the Framers, or their public, understood. Konig quotes 1790's Judge John Jay that "[a] preamble cannot annul enacting clauses; but when it evinces the intention of the legislature and the design of the act, it enables us, in cases of two constructions, to adopt the one most consonant to their intention and design." The construction of the Second Amendment "consonant to [its] intention and design" was the pre-\textit{Heller} reading that related solely to the well-regulated militia the Framers put front and center.

Nor was the Second Amendment an anachronistic way to protect private gun rights. Madison chose not to follow a New Hampshire proposal that "Congress shall never disarm any Citizen unless such as are or have been in Actual Rebellion," or a Pennsylvania minority proposal that protected people's "right to bear arms for the defense of themselves and their state, or the United States, or for the purpose of killing game."119

The Framers' use of "keep and bear arms" further emphasizes the right's militia scope. A searching examination of government records from colonial America "conclusively demonstrated that Congress overwhelmingly used 'bear arms' in a military context."120 Scholar Nathan Kozuskanich examined the use of "bear arms" in early American writings and Congressional proceedings from 1763 to 1791, and found that the term was overwhelmingly used in an "explicitly
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collective or military context" without reference to a personal right to self-defense.  

Justice Scalia engaged in more gymnastics to evade this meaning. He construed "keep arms" and "bear arms" separately (though that’s not what the Framers wrote), and proclaimed, "we find no evidence that [keep and bear arms] bore a military meaning." Even if that were true in 2008 (it wasn’t), it certainly isn’t now. Scholarship since Heller and McDonald confirms that "keep and bear Arms" was an idiomatic military phrase in founding-era America. Professor Dennis Baron evaluated 1,300 instances of the use of "bear arms" in context and found the overwhelming majority "refer to war, soldiering, or other forms of armed action by a group rather than an individual" and only seven uses of the term "were either ambiguous or carried no military connotation."

The military meaning of "bear arms" persisted. The Supreme Court of Tennessee noted in 1840, "[t]he words 'bear arms' [] have reference to their military use," and went on: "A man in the pursuit of deer, elk, and buffaloes might carry his rifle every day for forty years, and yet it would never be said that he had borne arms . . . ."

In the name of "textualism," Heller rendered the first thirteen words of the Second Amendment perhaps the most irrelevant in the Constitution.

C. CONTRA-HISTORY ORIGINALISM

Justice Scalia claimed to employ a "public meaning" “originalist” methodology, to construe the text as understood by the public at the
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time of the Framers. It’s questionable why American gun policy today should be governed by the supposed understanding of the Second Amendment by, say, a 1791 blacksmith, or even how such an understanding could be determined. Regardless, history confirms the Second Amendment’s “obvious purpose” to protect state militias, not private arms.

The Framers drafted and ratified the Second Amendment to address the Anti-Federalists’ fears that Congress could destroy the institution of the state militia. George Mason, for example, argued that Congress could use the authority provided in the Constitution’s militia clause to destroy the militia by “rendering them useless—by disarming them . . . Congress may neglect to provide for arming and disciplining the militia; and the state governments cannot do it, for Congress has an exclusive right to arm them.”

*Heller* trivializes this history by divining purposes for the right that are unexpressed in its text or history. Justice Scalia wrote, “The prefatory clause does not suggest that preserving the militia was the only reason Americans valued the ancient right; most undoubtedly thought it even more important for self-defense and hunting.” He did not explain why the Framers would write a less important purpose (militias) into the text, but not mention the purposes that the nameless “most” “undoubtedly” found “more important.” He then conceded that “the threat that the new Federal Government would destroy the citizens’ militia by taking away their arms was the reason that the right . . . was codified,” but declared “that can only show that self-defense had little to do with the right’s codification; it was the central component of the right itself.” For good reason there is no citation or support for this series of speculations.
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History tells us that self-defense was not the right's "central component." Historians Saul Cornell and Nathan DeDino explain that in the eighteenth century, "the right of individual self-defense was well-established under common law, but was legally distinct from the constitutional right to bear arms included in the various state constitutions." The Framers only included the right to bear arms in the constitution "in response to their fear that [the] government might disarm the militia, not restrict the common law right of self-defense." Even if some Framers may have wished to protect some private gun rights, as Professor Akhil Reed Amar observed, "to see the [Second] Amendment as primarily concerned with an individual right to hunt, or protect one's home," would be "like viewing the heart of the speech and assembly clauses as the right of persons to meet to play bridge."

The drafting history confirms the Second Amendment's militia focus. James Madison's first proposal to Congress read: "The right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed; a well armed and well regulated militia being the best security of a free country: but no person religiously scrupulous of bearing arms shall be compelled to render military service in person." The conscientious objector exemption was only needed because the "right" concerned mandatory service that necessitated exemptions. Madison's draft also treated "bearing arms" as synonymous with "render[ing] military service."

As there was no concern that people would be required to engage in armed self-defense, there would be no need for exemption if the Second Amendment concerned private self-defense, any more than the First Amendment would need to state that the government may not compel speech. Further, the Framers ultimately rejected the conscientious objector clause because of concerns that the federal government would designate which people were "religiously scrupulous"
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and thereby weaken the militia. This may be an example of what Professor Nelson Lund notes: “At crucial points, [Justice Scalia] simply issued ipse dixits unsupported by any historical evidence, and at other points, he misrepresented historical facts.”

A few more examples of Heller's historical flaws: to argue that the Second Amendment was not limited to a military purpose, Heller cites Joseph Story—who exclusively focused on the militia in his commentary on the Second Amendment; St. George Tucker—who viewed the right to arms in a military context; and Blackstone—who “referred to the right of the people ‘to take part in the militia’ to defend their political liberties and to the right of Parliament (which represented the people) to raise a militia even when the King sought to deny it that power.”

Second Amendment historian Saul Cornell summed up Justice Scalia’s misreading of history as “a lawyer’s version of a magician’s parlor trick.”

Five votes cannot declare history, or excise constitutional text.

VI. THE RIGHT TO LIVE VERSUS THE RIGHT TO GUNS

Tradition also supports interpreting the Second Amendment to preserve the first freedom announced in the Declaration of Independence that created America: the right to live.

All constitutional rights give way to strong interests in public safety—that is, to protect people’s right to live. The right to free speech does not entitle the speaker to engage in “fighting words” because they create too great a risk of a fist fight. The right to freely exercise religion does not entitle snake handlers to endanger
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worshippers.\textsuperscript{148} Miranda rights give way when police are in search of a gun, because of its risk to public safety.\textsuperscript{149}

Running through America's founding documents, jurisprudence, and history is a recognition—sometimes implicit—of the right to live and the government's broad authority to protect that right. Those concerns certainly constrain the Second Amendment right to lethal arms. After all, while the exercise of free speech, assembly, or other rights has the potential to result in injury to others, no other right directly implicates the potential to kill another person like the Second Amendment. As one federal district judge noted in upholding New Jersey's law restricting the public carrying of firearms:

\textit{[T]his Court shall be careful—most careful—to ascertain the reach of the Second Amendment right that the plaintiffs advance. That privilege is unique among all other constitutional rights to the individual because it permits the user of a firearm to cause serious personal injury—including the ultimate injury, death—to other individuals, rightly or wrongly. In the protection of oneself and one's family in the home, it is a right use. In the deliberate or inadvertent use under other circumstances, it may well be a wrong use. A person wrongly killed cannot be compensated by resurrection.}\textsuperscript{150}

This is not hyperbole. The right sought by the NRA and NYSRPA is not to carry guns as fashion accessories; it is to carry guns in order to use them in "armed confrontation." That means, a right to shoot people when the carrier deems it necessary. But American law and tradition has long recognized the authority of government to restrict guns in public spaces to prevent people from being shot.\textsuperscript{151} A sweeping Second Amendment ruling could infringe on this fundamental "right inherent in society to ward off crimes against itself by antecedent precautions."\textsuperscript{152}

\section*{VII. DEATH IN FACT}

While this Article focuses on whether the Supreme Court should extend the Second Amendment into public spaces, the Court may also decide an issue potentially even more impactful: what standard of review is applied to gun laws.

\textit{Heller} did not decide what standard of review should be applied in Second Amendment cases, but most courts have gravitated to a two-
part test and intermediate scrutiny. Courts generally ask if the regulated conduct is within the scope of the Second Amendment, and if it is, they apply rational basis, intermediate scrutiny or (rarely) strict scrutiny, depending on the extent the regulation implicates Second Amendment activity. In some cases, however, courts uphold laws that come with categories of "longstanding" laws identified in *Heller* as "presumptively lawful." For the most part, courts applying these tests have upheld gun laws as constitutional, including most laws restricting carrying of guns in public.

Strict scrutiny or a similarly restrictive test would prevent governments from adequately protecting the public, and it would cost lives. Gun regulation must be preemptive—if a dangerous person is allowed to carry a gun on the street, there is little means to stop him from unlawfully shooting someone until it is too late. Nor can gun laws always be narrowly tailored—regardless of how many assault weapons are not used for mass killings, one AR-15 can be used to terrorize a community and massacre people—and they often are.

Strict scrutiny is also inconsistent with *Heller*, which noted that the Second Amendment leaves legislatures with "a variety of tools for combating" the "problem of handgun violence." *McDonald* reaffirmed that "reasonable firearms regulation will continue under the Second Amendment." *Heller* included a non-exhaustive list of "presumptively lawful" gun laws, many of which would likely not survive strict scrutiny.

A "text, history and tradition" standard, which then-Judge Brett Kavanaugh has embraced, could be equally perilous. While the Second Amendment’s text, history, and tradition support broad gun regulation, a problem arises if this standard is applied using what historian Saul Cornell calls "law office history—a results oriented methodology in which evidence is selectively gathered and
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interpreted to produce a preordained conclusion." After all, then-Judge Kavanaugh’s dissent applied his "text, history and tradition" test to find that the Second Amendment—which was intended to protect the use of muskets in well-regulated armies—entitled civilians unrelated to any militia to semi-automatic assault weapons. Judge Kavanaugh found no precedent for an assault weapon ban in the early nineteenth century, but that was only because "assault weapons" did not exist; tellingly, states did ban pistols and other weapons considered especially dangerous at that time. Such laws accord with longstanding police power authority to protect public safety.

VIII. GUN POLICY AS A DEMOCRACY ISSUE

It bears reminding that the fundamental issue the Supreme Court will consider is not, what gun laws we should have in America but, who will decide what gun laws Americans should have. If Americans decide that their communities would be safer if military style assault weapons were restricted to military, or that guns should be kept out of public spaces, then can Americans enact the public safety laws they want? Throughout American history, democratic processes have determined gun policy. Deciding what gun laws to enact is often a complicated, drawn-out business, involving fierce debate between interest groups with sharply divergent views. Even legislation that 84% of Americans support, like universal Brady background checks for gun sales, has failed to pass in Congress. A ruling that laws could only be permissible if they survive "fatal in fact" strict scrutiny, or if they have clear historical antecedents, would have little to do with how Americans have historically decided public safety problems, which is: What makes us safer? Do the safety benefits outweigh the infringements on liberty, convenience, or cost?

An analogy reflects how bizarre this system would be. Imagine if gun laws could not be enforced in America, even after prevailing in multi-decade, drag-out political fights, unless they received the Historical Tribunal Seal of Approval (to save space, HTSA). Even if a gun law is widely popular, and experts agree that many Americans would die if the law was not implemented, the law would be
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invalidated unless the HTSA finds it sufficiently similar to some previous law that has been enacted at some other time in history. The HTSA will not consider whether the challenged law might not have a historical analogue because the problem it seeks to address was not of serious concern in the past, or that the law only failed to be enacted earlier because of gun industry lobbying clout.

If the HTSA sounds absurd, it is. Historical precedent does not constrain responses to any other public health or safety issue. And it is not readily apparent why Americans should be prevented from addressing a 21st century gun epidemic if earlier generations did not enact similar laws. Whether the lack of similar laws was because muskets were not conducive to mass shootings, crime in rural America was very different, or politicians were unresponsive to the problem, why should that determine what laws can save Americans today from being killed?

Of course, gun rights advocates have been largely happy with democratic solutions when Congress, and many states have enacted permissive laws favored only by a small minority of gun enthusiasts and the gun industry and failed to enact strong gun laws supported by majorities of Americans. But now times are a-changing. A sweeping Second Amendment decision could effectively freeze United States gun policy, just when legislative help is on the way for Americans suffering from a deadly epidemic. Depriving Americans of their voice to decide gun policy could resign them to a death sentence.

CONCLUSION

The coin is in the air, and it will be decided, in the end, by counting to five on the Supreme Court. There is reason for concern. But there is also reason to question whether the Court will take such a radical step as defying America’s history and tradition of gun regulation—especially now, when Americans are demanding solutions to our gun violence epidemic in record numbers. The Justices, like all Americans, must recognize that everything is at stake when gun policy is at issue.